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HSR: High Speed Rail
Transit Oriented Development: Projects that are located directly above or aorund a single mode or multi-modal transit station. [II. Urban Transformation]
Transit Adjacent Development: Projects located on sites contiguous to, but not above, transit stations. [II. Urban Transformation]
Transit Environmental District: Projects situated in an area within half a mile of a subway or light rail station and a quarter mile of a bus stop.
[II. Urban Transformation]

Congested Infrastructure: Infrastructure such as highways, rail lines, or runways that take on more traffic than their spaces allows.
Congested Development: Cities and towns taking on an excess of program and new design that does not give back to the city, resulting in sprawl.
Horticulture: Intensive plant cultivation for human and show use. Horticulture covers the business, technology and science in cultivating vast varieties of plants.

TERMS

5.

In many cases today, the train station as a connection point between the commute and the stationary
mode of living or working, is a congestion point of
personal and community modes of traffic resulting in
an underthought chance for saturated development.

6.

ABSTR

CONTENTION / ABSTRACT

Incorporation of a Chicago high-speed rail station will pioneer new solutions to
congestion and economic growth within this particular sub-standard city, drawing on landscape traditions while incorporating water, energy and pedestrian
networks to connect the futuristic ideals to compound issues. It will alleviate
housing shortages and provide a platform for reinstallment of impoverished
families into the climing economic core.

RACT
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STIGMA FOR REGENERATION
A HUB FOR CITY EFFICIENCY AND SATURATION

Zooming out from the analysis and critique of things such as city centers,
landscape parks creating relief from an overuse of paving, or infrastructural mayhem,
the broadcast level of contemporary design criteria that plays into the consideration
of a “city” could be seen through the transition and connection between one’s
personal life, and the urban density of the transition place. The monumental
importance of how we commute directly parallels the condition of our current world
and could potentially play a crucial roll in the future of transit design. Transportation
allows for the movement and networking of people between large urban hubs such
as New York City, Boston and Toronto to name a few on the East Coast, but what
influence do multiple modes of car, train and aviation transit have on the city, home
environment and economic conditions fo their respective Cities?
The impact from mass modes of transit on economic standards and the
sustainable approaches to living our generation is pushing for, negates the pure and
significant relationships our homes, towns cities and countries strive to hold with
their inhabitants. I am proposing that in many cases today, the train station as a
connection point between the commute and the stationary mode of living or working,
is a congestion point of personal and community modes of traffic resulting in an
underthought chance for saturated development. With the 2050 plan for a new high
speed rail system, there is an ability to project possible outcomes rather than look to
change the existing. The Transit Oriented Development Guide states that “the general
health and welfare of a cities inhabitants is maintained of the town by fulﬁlling
existing housing, transportation and employment needs” i which should push the
further development of our transportation system to a contemporary level, rather
than “a broken outmoded one experienced every day”ii in dense urban areas.
Imagine life where the transition point from home to work existed as an active
organism within an average personal day always pushing and pulling the flow of the
city while addressing the broader economic issues of its respective location. The
high speed rail system planed for the future development of our methods of
transportation brings forth great design opportunity to draw from this transitioning
point, or train station, the urban grid, ecosystems, economy, history and culture of
the cities that can deal with the multiplicity of demands inherent to this “high speed
“necklace.” iii
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CONTENTION

The initial stages of my research will be conducted through the study of
cities as megaregions. “Cities have always been the natural economic units of the
iv
world” and are the perfect catalysts for larger scales of architectural and infrastructural pushes or transitions. Therefore through the research of megaregions within the
United States, conclusions may be drawn for several questions concerning: the
reasons why High Speed Rail (HSR) systems have been implemented in almost
every other nation in the world, how train stations today have remained simple on-off
ramps for transportation, how the HSR system could potentially benefit the
v
community through job growth, sustainability and possible housing options, and
more specifically how the identity of a train station can become more than just an
identifiable mark within a community or a stop along a route. The train station holds
the potential to push those parameters to become an integrated system that buffers,
diffuses and ultimately benefits the transition from a high speed mode of transit to
the destination of slower personal life.
HSR use has become a great phenomenon throughout many countries all
over the world and its integration into US culture is in high demand. Within a
discussion about architecture as a connecting idea Thom Mayne suggests that
“sustainable practitioners have tried to implement the methods of green design,
however the unanimous ideas of the subject suggest that with a sustainable approach,
the architectural experience or general public experience becomes ‘less fun.’”vi The
reason for failed attempts at bringing this system to the United States could be seen
as the lack of knowledge that our communities have about the benefits and usefulness
of sustainability and in terms of transportation, there is still attraction to the personal
vii
ability to own and utilize your own means of transit. Therefore my goal is to look
into topics such as: the historical evolution of the building type in changing
economic, social and technical contexts, anthologies and analyses of contemporary
station designs in a range of international contexts in order to provide an overview of
contemporary thinking, and “urban design studies that promote the need for stations
as hubs of neighborhood activity supporting residential and work-based development
viii
in Transit Oriented Development.”
Developing methods to conduct research on High Speed Rail has created
sets of ideas on what actually the criteria would be for the potential of a connection
point to a city and its encapsulated inhabitants. The methods of actions that I will be
taking would start with the idea of a megaregion which is explained as “a group of
two or more cities that run into each other. As a city is composed of separate
neighborhoods, and as a metropolitan region is made up of a central city and its
suburbs, a megaregion represents the new, natural economic unit that emerges as
cities (and their suburbs and exurbs) not only grow upward and become more dense,
ix
they grow outward and into one another.” This idea of “sprawl” could become the
network in which to base the reason for and integrated HSR system and depending on
the region or megaregion, the location of the line would be determined by the
demographics of the cities pertaining to the best option for financial and ecological

benefit. These cities can be would be determined by the demographics
of the cities pertaining to the best option for financial and ecological
benefit. These cities can be compared and analyzed to a point where
the best possible combination would come through to show the ideal
line location on the east coast.
In the same discussion with Thom Mayne he states that
“architecture is the beginning of something, because if you are not
involved in the first principals and the beginning of the generative
x
process, it becomes cake decoration.” Therefore the ability for my
thesis research to convey ideas that are still only ideas and theorize
about the possible outcome to this magnificent intervention into the
transit world, becomes something more than a simple solution for
existing problems. “It becomes a snowball process that allows for
futuristic and contemporary ideas to give coherence to existing
shortcomings through a creative process where a multiplicity of forces
xi
are brought to bear and coexist.” These relationships for modes of
transportation and their connection points with our every day lives
conjugate answerable concerns of sustainability today and present
fundamental issues of how the city can connect and revitalize the life it
embraces.

Figure 1.
Ronald C Saari Hartford, CT (photographer)
Hartford, Ct June 16, 2009

“Ultimately we seek a new ground that inextricably links process and
prduct: the former constantly structures the latter in a feedback loop
that permits us to define ever more precisely the full range of people’s
xii
needs.”

Figure 2.

Fos ter + Partners Firenze BelfioreFlorence,
Italy March, 2003
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2050 PLAN FOR HSR
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Each city was recognized as a seperate entity with its
individual core and surrounded by rural villages or
sprawl from the center.

The idea of “sprawl” pinpoints the movement of city
inhabitants to the suburbs of the respective urban
center which creates more congestion with additional
modes of transit that are then required.

CORE

CORE

These sprawling communities create drastic modes of congestion
with new means of infrastructure on the outskirts of the city core
leading in. The demand for transit goes up and thus individual
means of transit becomes a necessity.

U.S. MEGAREGIONS
CORE CITIES OF THE UNITED STATES

SUBURBAN CITIES BUILT OFF OF THE EXPANSION OF CORE CITIES

SMALL SCAL E CITIES AS A RESULT OF “SPRAWL”

POPULATION 6 MILLION +

POPULATION 3 - 6 MILLION

POPULATION 1 - 3 MILLION

Hubs that are deemed appropriate to integrate meet the
standard credentials mentioned that are set by the TOD.
These hubs include Los Angeles, Chicago, and NYC

Separating the Megaregion locations in the US to locate
the larger cities to connect and the gretest potential for
network strategies

HSR INTEGRATION HUBS
METRO

MAJOR METROPOLITAN AREAS

POPULATION 3 MILLION +

POPULATION 3 MILLION +

Similarly this phasing plan of HSR prioritizes the major metropolitan
hubs that are below 500 miles apart with high or potentially high
aspects of economic success via integration of HSR.

MAJOR METROPOLITAN AREAS

POPULATION 3 MILLION +
WITH CONNECTING RAIL LINES
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TOD

Transit Oriented Developmnt projects are customarily situated
directly above a single mode or multi-modal transit station.
The 8.5-million-square-foot (2,590,800-square-meter) Walsin
Centro AB mixed-use project--with office, hotel, serviced
apartment, retail, entertainment, leisure, dining and civic uses-which is linked directly to a subway station falls into this
category. The Walsin Centro AB project is the touchstone of the
overall development area.[II. Urban Transformation]
Walsin Centro Site AB

TAD

Transit Adjacent Development projects are located on sites
contiguous to, but not above, transit stations. The Nanjing
C1 office/retail mixed-use development and the C2 residential
complex directly across the street are such sites. Connected
at the concourse lvel to the subway station, and at the surface
to major bus lines, they are considered to be transit adjacent.
[II. Urban Transformation]

Walsin Village Site C1/Residential Site C2

TED

Transit Environment District projects are located in an area
within half a mile of a subway or light rail station and a
quarter of a mile of a bus stop. The Nanjing Taiwan Trade
Mart--which encourages cross-Strait, business-to-business
trad between China and Taiwan--is such a project, as is the
Hexi site D residential compound close by. [II. Urban Transformation]

Nanjing Taiwan Trade Mart
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DETERMINING TRAIN / TRACK TYPES
Photos and Text: [II. Urban Transformation]

High Speed Rail (HSR) Express:
200-600 mi

Speed: > 150 mph

A

Track Use: Direct Tracks

B

High Speed Rail (HSR) Regional:
< 200 mi

Speed: 110 - 150 mph

A

Track Use: Shared Tracks

B

High Speed Rail (HSR) Emerging:
100-500 mi

Speed: 90-110 mph

A

Track Use: Shared Tracks

B

DETERMINING TRAIN / TRACK TYPES

Appropriate cities for their respective train type are outlined by distance, speed and use.

Images: [I. International Lessons]
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Area Population:
Cities with large
populations (Los
Angeles, New York,
Chicago

Distances:
Distance between
two cities being
no more than 500
miles, the ideal of
which is 250 miles
100 miles
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DETERMINING CITIES
[I. International Lessons]

250 miles

500 miles

Transit System:
Existing networks and
infrastructure of transit
that can be improved
rather than constructed.

Congestion:
Metropolitan regions
that exist as congested
nodes of infrastructure.
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Chicago, Il

Philadelphia, PE
Los Angeles, CA
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Lleida, Spain

GEOGRAPHY OF HSR STUDIES

Edge-of-City
City Center
Edge-of-City
City Center
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City Center

Edge of City

Town Center

Exurban

Special Use

Local Park+Ride

Most often designed as
a mixed use space that
could directly befefit
the urban fabric and
economy. It branches
through the city
infrastructure creating
gathering areas/
shopping areas/ means
of connection and local
trade.

Space focused mainly
on the essential
aspects of train transit
such as ticket counters
and platforms. This
case creates a
competitive pull and
give to the civic center
as it creates a new
vibrant area within
close proximity.

Smaller version of city
center focused more on
the direct community
and its needs, a more
personable approach.
Town center conditions
are located with sense
of place and purpose
within smaller venues.

The exurban station is
woven into the fabric of
a small community
utilized mainly for
close proximity transit,
not playing any role in
the economic flux of
the near-by city. This
condition is uses basic
architectural moves as
the experience is not as
important as formal use

Mixed use Space that
could directly be come
a beneficial imput to
the urban fabric and its
branches through
creating gathering
areas/ shopping areas/
means of connection
and local trade. Trains
generally start and end
their journeys here.

Local Park and Ride is
usually a local train
within a small town or
community within a
city that takes you from
places to park to
destinations within the
city. Similar to trams
they are confined to
city limits but travel
greater distances often
from outside

GENERAL TYPOLOGIES
Various levels of station/track typologies within current stations

Employment
Center

Beneficial when looking
at the commute from
points A to B within the
local area of home to
buisness community,
ore office complex.
Similar to city center in
terms of type but does
not need to be
completely urban.

?
Seaport
Seaport condition is a
valued destination in
terms of view but also
can act as an economic
driver through ocean
harvest and fishing.
This station is similar
to the smaller scale
stations but varies
based on size of
seaport and economic
profit ability.

Mainline
Terminal

Very similar to the City
center Station except
the station is usually
designed to be embark
or disembarking
process of any journey.
The tracks take on a
termination point form
and unlike many city
center stations don’t
allow the trains to flow
through continuously.

Quick-Stop

Mainline Station

Hybrid Condition

The Half Stop typology
referrs to an extremely
small statioin that
primarily focuses on a
quick stop for instance
in an extremely small
town along a route. It
usually accomodates
not much other than a
ticket booth and
platform.

Similar to the Mainline
Terminal and more
closely the City Center
typology but this
station deals a great
deal with its relationship to other transit
systems like bus, taxi,
and tram systems

Possible Incorporation
of several of the
mentioned attributes to
increast economic
benefits and livability of
the city station vacinity
conditions.
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CITY CENTER CONDITION

EXURBAN CONDITION
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TRAIN STATION TYPOLOGY STUDIES
Typology Locations:

EUROPEAN STATIONS

EDGE OF CITY CONDITION

SPECIAL CONDITION

Type #1

Type #2

Type #3

TRAIN TRAFFIC FLOW TYPES
Transit Type:

COMMON STATIONS
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FOREIGN STATION TYPOLOGIES

25.

surrounding the immediate area of the station.
Economic development impacts:
The direct area around the station is an ideal location for development as the flux of traffic in and out of the direct area has increased
since 2003 by about 15% and demand for buisness conventions
has risen 20% each year since. (Burnett 2009) [I. International
Lessons]. Because of this, the area is being redesigned as part of a
complex 980,000 sq ft. plan for ammeneties including commercial, retail, entertainment spaces with parking and garden space.
These aspects of the new station area will bring about a new
attraction to the city and theoretically boost the economy of the
historic district as well as the thriving area of the new city center.
Lessons learned:
The integration of the high-speed rail station is a pully to
boost up the redevelopment of the station area, however is
also being used by the city as a master plan of benefit to
change the current state of local neighborhoods that can
now take advantatge of these ammeneties the station has to
offer.

About “City Center” Lerida Station
Lerida, the capital cities of the province of the Catalan region is
populated with 137,000 inhabitants and is located mostly
within agricultural land. It is placed within a 50-80 mile radius
to other high speed rail cities such as Tarragona (50 miles),
Lluesca (65 miles) and Zaragosa (80 miles)[I. International
Lessons]. The Pirineus high-speed rail statin within Lerida is
positioned just north and a little east of the historic center of
the city, however is in a very beneficial location as it lies at the
transition point between the southern historic center and the
newer development to the north. It is part of a seperate set of
tracks that branches and loops off of the main rail infrastructure
through the city, which allows some of the non local
high-speed rail lines bypass the city center and lowers

congestion at the station. As the tracks enter the city to they
are surrounded by the development of newer buildings,
beginning and ends of major boulevards and along major axis
from the core make the station a beacon point of the city.
Connectivity:
The Lerida high-speed rail station is connected to many other
modes of transit such as the Catalan regional commuter rail
service and local and regional buses [I. International Lessons].
Extending transit plans have been put in place for a larger
network of bus and tram services to be located to the new
development of the high-speed rail station. The station does
lacks in the availability to large lane highways, however several
main boulevards run to parking structures and lots

CITY CENTER CONDITION

TYPOLOGY LOCATIONS AND STATION CASE STUDY #1

26.

CITY - CENTER - TYPOLOGY

Image: http://www.flickr.com/photos/60118722@N04/5929942320/

PIRINEUS RAILWAY STATION

LERIDA, SPAIN: 2003

CITY POPULATION: 137,000
METRO POPULATION: 250,000
FREQUENCY OF SERVICE: 41 TRAINS DAILY (SUMMER)

DISTANCE TO MAJOR DESTINATIONS:

MADRID: 2 hrs
BARCELONA: 1 hr

$
$

$
$

City Center

Density Growth

Social Centers
Flow of People and $

4.0 MILES
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New Center

New Center

New Center
Historic Center

Historic Center

Historic Center

Historic Castle Takes West Half of the Tracks

Historic

Museum Takes East Half of the Tracks

Direct Access to Landmarks, Modern and Historic

New

New Center
Historic Center

Split of New and Old
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Connection to Main Boulavard

CENTER - CITY - TYPOLOGY

0.5 MILES

Footbridge to New Development

New Center

New Center

Historic Center

Historic Center

Historic Center Before TGV Station

0.5 MILES

Historic Center With New Integration

New Center

Historic Center

Balance Over Time

Complete Integration with the city centers allows for a more dynamic sharing of space rather than a competitive tearing of what is
important to the history and contemporary future of the city.

29.

station periodically however because the train does not directly
enter the city, the need for personal modes of transport are
necissary and therefore a greater infrastructure of roads is needed,
ultimately blocking out the station. With roads comes parking lots
and within the area of the station there is a requirement for 1,800
oparking spaces to accomodate the amount of personal transport
automobiles.
Economic development impacts:
Because of the exterior location of the station, there are no plans to
develop the immediate area around the station. Therefore the
economic benefits of any ammenities are uncertain or non existant.
The station was considerd a traditional contemporary building that
would stand as an icon for local contemporary design and
landscape design ideas, and become a sory of gateway to the
indirect city area.
Lessons learned:
This high- speed rail station stands as the typology of station that
provides the minimal benefits to its respective city. The location is
the starting point to a relationship between the city and station that
is framed by a competitive push-pull of traffic between, negating
the true values of the typical city center and station typology. It
cannot be integrated with the urban fabric, and therefore the
economic benefits are limited.
About “Edge of City” Avignon, France
The Avignon TGV station is a bead along the current
high-speed rail neclace that links the cities of Paris Lyon and
Marseille. Like the Pirineus high-speed rail station, its location
is within an area flourishing with landscape and natrual
qualities, though the city is very densly urbanized. The city is
residence to roughly 95,000 people and is connected by
high-speed rail along with other modes of transit to the local
cities of Orange (15 miles), Nimes (25 miles) and Aix-enProvence (50 miles))[I. International Lessons]. The station, as and
edge-of-city condition is located within a 2 mile radius of the
city center and is part of the cstation typology where the
infrastructure of the tracks pass the city from a distance having
a lower impact on the city

30.

economy than a center city condition. The station as a transit
hub is physically seperated from the city by an industrial
zone, urban zone and may webs of transit infrastructure along
the route. There is little dedicated to street layout around the
station as it lies in the flood plain of the Rhone River and
thus has been fitted with layers of landscape design work.
Connectivity:
The TGV Station, names TGV by the french as Train à Grande
Vitesse or “High Speed Train” [Wikipedia.org/wiki.TGV].
provides little service to the direct city center as stated
before. The central urbanized area of the city is the location
of the greater economic possibilities and conventional rail
services such as shuttle busses or tram lines. The shuttle
does travel from and to the

EDGE OF CITY CONDITION

TYPOLOGY LOCATIONS AND STATION CASE STUDY #2

EDGE-OF-CITY TYPOLOGY

Image: http://members.virtualtourist.com/m/p/m/216369/#2

AVIGNON RAILWAY STATION

AVIGNON, FRACE: 2001

CITY POPULATION: 95,000
METRO POPULATION: 255,000
FREQUENCY OF SERVICE: 65 TRAINS DAILY (SUMMER)

DISTANCE TO MAJOR DESTINATIONS:

PARIS: 2:40 hrs
LYON: 1 hr

$
$

$
$
Edge of City

Density Growth

Social Centers
Flow of People and $

4.0 MILES
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Historic Center

Historic Center

Urban Area

Urban Area
Industrial Zone

Industrial Zone

Access to City Center
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EDGE-OF-CITY TYPOLOGY

Historic Center

HSR Congregation Area Separation

1.0 MILE

Urban Area
Industrial Zone

HSR vs. Tram Lines (access to city center)

Historic Center

Urban Area
Industrial Zone

GETTING TO THE CITY CENTER

1.0 MILE
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can minimize resident vs. tourist traffic. The station acts as a central
beacon to the country as well as the city, and is a high speed icon
for ideal hsr development.v
Economic development impacts:
In an effort to increase the use of high speed rail an hence minimize
the use of personal means of transit such as the automobile, the
Tokyo Station has incorporated a density of mixed use program to
draw densities of people to a new idea of a community center. It
enhances its program with housing through hotels placed within the
historical station body so as to allow people traveling or mid-route,
to stop and utilize the station facilities. It is also connected to
Japan’s Imperial palace which provides a destination point for
tourists bringing in people from all over the world to view Japan’s
history.
Lessons learned:
A high-speed rail station must utilize many different aspects of
program in order to anhere to the interests and needs of the variety
of passengers within the system. HSR infrastructure is not a “one
size fits all” typology and must be conformed to the economy,
ecology, social, civic, historic and cultural adjenda of its respective
city.

About “City Center ” Tokyo Station

Connectivity:

If one were to compare Tokyo Station with a similar one within
the United States it would be without doubt Grand Central
Station. Tokyo Station is a proud part of Japanese culture,
history and future accomodating not only regional and light rail
trains but making room for the fastest hight-speed rail trains in
the world including the first hsr line, Tokaido Shinkansen from
Tokyo to Osaka, cumulating a ridership of 4.9 billion passengers
which surpasses every other line in the world. The station takes
on an inner city terminal typology located within the buisness
programmed with hotels and residences within the historic
facade, masking the cumulative density of traffic behind.

The Tokyo Station is the center point to all of Japan’s rail lines
and accomodates for non-stop passing trains as well as
termination points. It acts as a city center station typology
while existing also as a hybrid of train lines. It is connected to
every major city, however on a more direct level, connects
Tokyo’s buisness and urban center to the historic “center” of
the Imperial Palace. The Station provides extremely efficient
pedestrian access as well as green leisure space for waiting.
It allows pedestrians to experience the culture of the city as
an initial site of Tokyo coming in, as well as for the residents
of the city to bypass in a way tha the traffic does not mix and

34.

CITY CENTER CONDITION

TYPOLOGY LOCATIONS AND STATION CASE STUDY #3
CITY CENTER TYPOLOGY

Image: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Tokyo_station_from_marunouchi_oazo.JPG

Tokyo Station

Tokyo, Japan: 2003-2014

CITY POPULATION: 13.189M
METRO POPULATION: 8.7M
FREQUENCY OF SERVICE: 3,000 TRAINS DAILY

DISTANCE TO MAJOR DESTINATIONS:

OSAKA: 3hr 45min

Tokyo Station

Tokyo Station
Park Access
Buisness District

Building Facade, 1914-2012

Triangle of Culture

Entrance Facade, 1914-2012

Images: http://www.flickr.com/photos/ballet_lausanne/8115954383/

Interior Dome, 1914-2012
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Highest Level Platforms
Concourse Level
Sub Level Concourse
Lowest Track Platforms

36.

TOKYO STATION ANALYSIS

Train Entrance Route and distance from
exit train. 5 floors above exit providing
confusion and disorientation as well as
inefficiency in high- speed travel

Levels of egress showing the seperation
of floors, creating difficulty during high
levels of traffic to navigate to the
destination.

Representation of traffic flow at peak
hours within the concours levels,
illustrating the level of congestion one
must pass through.

Correct Train Exit Route and distance
from origional transfer train. 5 floors
below entrance.

TOKYO STATION ANALYSIS

37.

other mid-sized industrial centers have benefited from integration
with the rest of Europe, enabling manufacturers to achieve new
economies of scale higher production standards, and access to
larger markets (Hamilton and Rodrigues-Pose 2001) [I. International
Lessons]. Because of the high speed rail station, the connectivity
with other parts of Europe has increased, naturally making larger
networks and relationships possible, however with this example of
station, the state of its economic impact is extremely low as it
serves as more or less a road to nowhere, being as far as it is
outside the city.
Lessons learned:
This current station typology is an example of one located just
within range of a major metropolitan megaregion, and just far
enough from attractions and coastlines to not need the development
of an urban zone for impact. The location of Barcelona is the main
tourist attraction within the area so the stations location is not as
important to anything within the area as the flow of traffic is pushed
to that major city.

[I. International Lessons].

About “Exurban” Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona, Spain
Located around 7 miles north and east of Tarragona, the Camp
de Tarragona high-speed rail station is situated within an
industrial center of the region. The direct area inhabits 155,000
people however the station does not go near the center district
of the city. The surrounding area is home to a university,
amusement park and a seaport on the Mediterranean, creating
some draw of people however the nearest large city is
Barcelona (60 miles) away so the attraction does not provide
the nescissary means of ammenities. The city is characterized
by historic small towns, several new community developments,
and scattered industrial estates in an otherwise agrarian
landscape that forms a historic territory knows as Camp de
Tarragona. The road and highway infrastructure is rather
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small however the availabiltiy and access of land around the
station can give hints that in the future, the area will become
more populated and hopefully thrive from the station
Connectivity:
The station’s program only allows for the services of high
speed trains, however there is a small bus transit service that
can commute to the city center. With the urban growth of the
area, and Barcelona within the indirect vacinity of the area, it
could become a more publicly appealing area.
Economic development impacts:

EXURBAN CONDITION

Since the establishment of the EU in 1992, Tarragona and

TYPOLOGY LOCATIONS AND STATION CASE STUDY #4
EXURBAN - TYPOLOGY

Image: Google: Camp de Tarragona, Spain

AVIGNON RAILWAY STATION

TARRAGONA, SPAIN: 2006

CITY POPULATION: 155,000
METRO POPULATION: 676,000
FREQUENCY OF SERVICE: 46 TRAINS DAILY (SUMMER)

DISTANCE TO MAJOR DESTINATIONS:

MADRID: 2 hrs 40 min
BARCELONA: 30min

$
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$
$
exurban

Density Growth

Social Centers
Flow of People and $
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Urbanizing Landscape

City Center

Sprawl Urban Density Pockets
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EXURBAN - TYPOLOGY

Urbanizing Landscape

Urbanizing Landscape

City Center

City Center

Sprawl Low Density Pockets

Sprawl Moderate Density Pockets

Urbanizing Landscape

City Center

Car Routs NOT Due to Poor Placement

Urbanizing Landscape

City Center

Assortment of Density Around HSR Station

Similar Ideology to Center City Placement
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parking spaces at Terminal 2, shared with other airport users.”
[I. International Lessons].

Economic development impacts:
The Station was constructed as a part of the current system so the
economic impact is difficult to assess seperate from that of the
airport. The connectivity of the station is only towards immediate
small developments, and the future of the station is not meant ot
branch out towards the City. The station and airport are more of
less dependent on eachother, therefore as a seperate amenity, its
economic impact would have considerably less weight on the city
of france or even the region.
Lessons learned:
The purpose of high-speed rail is seen as a replacement for
congested streets and airways, however this station has become a
truely integrated part of the airport servicing its need for transit
and taking loads off busier airports within the direct area of Paris.

About “Special Condition ” Charles de Gaulle Station
The Charles de Gaulle TGV Station is located about 22 miles
from central Paris and directly inside the Charles de Gaulle
Airport. The airport complex is located within the rural
landscape of the outter edge of urban Paris and only makes use
of small nearby hotels and storefronts. The location of the
airport in relation to the urban center, seperates its economic
impact, creating a smaller node around the airport for growth
via small buisnesses. Because of its isolation and location, the
economic impact is more focused on the provisional nearby
towns than to Paris itself. It remains just a mere stop along the
route of 4 lines that outlet major hubs within France. As a
seperate entity to Paris, some of the lines bypass the city all-
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together, creating seperate tracks that feed the cities TGV
service.
Connectivity:
The station as a connector to the airport is integrated deeply
within the system’s other modes of transit, sharing its
location within Terminal 2 with busses, shuttles, light rail and
subway lines all connecting the city and nearby towns to the
airport. The station can only be accessed through the airport,
designed mainly as an inter model changing point for
passengers intending to use the air services. The station runs
mainly on the small retail outlets within the terminal and
although the access may be limited, “there are about 11,000

SPECIAL CONDITION

TYPOLOGY LOCATIONS AND STATION CASE STUDY #5

SPECIAL CONDITION- TYPOLOGY

Image: http://www.flickr.com/photos/srvmusti/5567432659/

AIRPORT CHARLES de GAULLE

ROISSY, FRANCE: 1994

CITY POPULATION: 2,500
METRO POPULATION: 11.8M
FREQUENCY OF SERVICE: 79 TRAINS DAILY (SUMMER)

DISTANCE TO MAJOR DESTINATIONS:

PARIS: 22 miles
LYON: 2hr / MARSEILLE: 3hrs
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SPECIAL CONDITION- TYPOLOGY
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ECONOMIC BENEFITS...OR NOT?
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http://www-fars.nhtsa.dot.gov/Main/index.aspx

SUSTAINABILITY

SPEED

JOB GROWTH

ECONOMIC SUPPORT

SAFETY

REDUCE
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- Moves goods from one place to another efficiently and without delay.
- Provides a means of transportation that minimizes travel distances at a
drastic rate.
- Becomes a more comfortable and interconnected way to travle without a wait.
- Pedestrian-friendly place where people are encouraged to walk and bicycle,
improving smaller pathways and experience while reducing car dependancy.
- Saves lives (37,000 Americans die each year in car accidents)

- Creates millions of jobs through the need to construct cars and rail lines
as well as stations and amenities
- Pays for itself through efficient running costs and influx of passengers
- Lowers our dependence on the efforts of our military to secure oil overseas.
- Encourages moderate as well as high density development within walking and
tram distances (with integration of tram) to station improving local economy
- Creates Smart growth through the interconnectivity of pedestrians, savety and
livability.
- Can provide housing for many people of many different income levels.

- Safe transportation that is green and affordable
- Lowers our reliance on oil with possible future oil crisis
- Relievs congestion on highways and interstates, along with regional roads by
providing a new type of mobility.

OVERVIEW ON CONTEMPORARY THINKING (BENEFITS)
CONDITIONS FROM EUROPEAN AND ASIAN COUNTRIES

IMPLICATION ON AMERICAN INFRASTRUCTURE.

Increase Job Market

Lower Carbon Emissions

Quick and Easy Access

Lower Fuel Intake

Cuts Back on Congestion

Operation Jobs

Transit oriented development:
Space for natural growth

Close Drive

Speed and Efficiency

Urban Agriculture

Close proximity
Walk

High-Speed Rail

Light Rail

Destination

Infrastructure Jobs

Core System Jobs

Less Urban Congestion

CREATING JOBS THROUGH HIGH SPEED RAIL INCORPORATION

HIGH SPEED RAIL AND INNER CITY TRANSIT INFRASTRUCTURE
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Opposition To Ethics of HSR
“Much of the opposition to rail projects seems not to stem from economic arguements, but from fundamental and
cultural values on what ‘American’ transportation should be.- Emotionally identified as an enabler of cultural
values they fear.” [XXVII. Criticism of High Speed Rail].
Economics
“It is extremely well know that rail transit is inexplicably unable to adjust to the fluxuation and ever changing needs
of the daily commute as well as patterns of buisness and living. “We are prisoners of economic geography.
Suburbanization after WWII made most rail travel impractical. From 1950-200, the share of the metropolitan
population living in central cities fell from 56% to 32%...Only in places with great population densities, such as
Europe and Asia, is high-speed rail potentially attractive.” [XXVII. Criticism of High Speed Rail].
- States should pay for their own infrastructure for HSR as there are no meaningful national gains....
Social Engineering
“Somehow, it’s become fashionable to think that high-speed trains....will help ‘save the planet.’ They won’t. They’re
a perfect example of wasteful spending masquerading as a respectable social cause....that there is something wildly
irresponsible about the national government undermining states’ already poor long-term budget prospects by plying
them with grants that provide short-term jobs.”[XXVII. Criticism of High Speed Rail].

“The United States is facing numerous challenges both foeign and domestic. Perhaps the most trying of these challenges is
the unwillingness and/or inability to marshal the leadership and innovative capabilities to address the faltering state of the
nation’s infrastructure, especially its transportation infrastructure.”[XXVII. Criticism of High Speed Rail].

HIGH SPEED IN THE UNITED STATES: (why hasen’t it worked?)
50.

Current Local Line

HSR Line

Station Area Required

vs.
Current Local Line

HSR Line

Area undeveloped and earth not scarred due to merging onto current tracks at lower speeds

TGV TRAINS AT STATION POINTS
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TRACKS ON A STRAIT-AWAY

TRACKS ON A CLOSE TURN

XXVIII. TILTING TRAINS
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HSR TRACK TYPE #1
EXISTING TRACKS ABROAD: TILTING MECHANISM

Images: [XXXVIII. Tilting Trains]

HSR TRACK TYPE #2
EXISTING TRACKS ABROAD: MAGNETIC PROPULSION

Images: [XXXVIII. Tilting Trains]
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U.S. STATION CASE STUDIES
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PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
CITY POPULATION: 1,536,471
METRO POPULATION: 3,787,331

CHICAGO, IL

CITY POPULATION: 2,707,120
METRO POPULATION: 120,000 Daily

56.

UNITED STATES STATION CASE STUDIES

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

CITY POPULATION: 1,536,471
METRO POPULATION: ~90,000
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beneficial aspects aimed at with the intervention of hsr.
Economic development impacts:
The economic issues to this station start at the direct area and work
their way to a mor regional impact. The station can not directly
reach the city center so for passengers in route from destinations
mostly north of the station dis-embark, they are met with the
inability to become directly immersed in the culture, history and
busy life fo downtown Philadelphia. This issue could be solved if a
new high-speed rail station were to integrate simpler routes into the
city through pedestrian access rather than solely automobile. The
few routes from the station enable people who are willing to make
the trek towards the city to do so, however the taxi seems a more
popular choice. The station as a whole is situated in a perfect
locatin for families residing on the west coast of the river to access,
however getting from work within the financial district to home
poses a problem as the station more or less blocks direct traffic
through the intermediate zone. As a station located on the planned
route for the Northeast Corridor high-speed rail system, the issues
surrounding the route as a whole undercut potential expansion and
ridership. These issues become problematic when they deal with
the parts of the corridor that already operate at 100% capacity, and
the issues with congestion and delays arise with even the most
minute operating problem. [XXXI. Philadelphia Economy].

About “Center of City” 30th Street Station
30th Street Station in Philadelphia is located within the
heart of the city, disecting the financial district, city
center and the residential and industrial sides even after
being separated by the Schuylkill River. Its tracks
support a variety of different train systems, making the
switch to high-speed rail both simple and difficult.
Simple in the fact that close to the station the trains can
utilize the existing tracts, yet tough as the congestion of
tracks into one area would force the fluid flow of hsr
traffic to slow down and even stop.30th Street Station is
a stopping point for train companies such as Amtrak,
New Jersey Transit, SEPTA, CSX, and Norfold Southern.
Its location within the metro system is centralized with
many other smaller stations resideing in the direct area.
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The flow of traffic into the station comes from the city
center directly to the east and the residential districts to the
west and north, allowing this station to fall into the centralized category.
Connectivity:
Its connectivity is limited mostly to the dispersion of
tracks as the railyar is stationed close by. The six
bridges crossing the river are the primary means of
access to the city center, however there are a few bike
accessable pathways that allow for a small amount of
pedestrian traffic. The station as a whole, although
located between the central city and the residential
and industrial zones is held back from being able to
become a true part of the city economics and

CITY CENTER CONDITION

PHILADELPHIA 30th STREET STATION (EAST COAST LINE)
CENTER - CITY - TYPOLOGY

30th STREET STATION

PHILADELPHIA, PE: 1933

CITY POPULATION: 1,536,471
METRO POPULATION: 3,787,331

Title Image: 30th Street Station view from JFK
boulevard when crossing from city
center

Railway / Highway Map
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capacity and even the most minor detail
can cause severe congestion and
delays. The corridor is one of the most

traveled in the world and some of the
segments are also not owned by Amtrak or
other train companies making the switch to
high-speed rail development difficult. In
Connecticut 17

trains per day area
allowed to cross coastal bridges as the
city refrains from the polution into the bays
and the noise by mass amounts of trains as
they pass.

Some Trains Stop

NORTHEAST LINE PROPOSAL
Service Plan: Redrawn map from origional outlining the
primary vs. secondary stops along the
Northeast corridor proposed route.

17

Proposed Northeast Corridor

operate at 100%

Image: Altered from [I. International Lessons]
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Potential economic development impacts:
To meet the estimated level of demand for intercity trips as high
speed rail in the future, 3,000 highway lane miles and 5 new airport
runways throughout the state, and similar to airport spending,
high-speed rail, with the fluxuation and greater intake of passenger
travelers, would increase spending in L.A. by around $360 million
dollars annually.
The direct area around the station is a market
for continued development and as a positive benefit to the station,
the historic district of El Pueblo is located in a close vacinity
allowing tourist traffic to visit the vital aspects of the city all at a
close distance to the station. Chinatown is a study area creating a
larger diversity of people around the station and has become a
recent part of the plan to develop pedestrian access to the city.
Little Tokyo is also a district for diverse learning, harboring schools
and a Buddhist Temple, as well as vacant sites for future development plans. The Civic Center is the aspect of the city dedicated to
government, and is home to federal and state administrative
buildings, as well as City Hall. The Economic potential for the future
of high-speed rail integration can benefit largely from the diverse
level and saturation of culture and life through employment,
buisness and history within a close distance of the centrally located
Union Station.

About “Edge-of-City” Union Station
Union station is currently located with an area surrounded by a
variety of programs including office, retail, entertainment and
residential development. The metropolitan area of Los Angeles
is one of the richest economies in the world, with urbanly dense
areas thriving with ameneties and culture. Union station lies not
only within the center of the city of L.A. but also the center of
the transit line system. The station is surrounded by ideal
capital markets such as the civic center, downtown, chinatown,
and the L.A. river. It exists in a location that takes into account
the mass of transit in terms of trains into and out of the city by
moving the station to one side allowing the trains to pass
through rather than stop and reroute. Union station calls in about
100,000 people daily as a central hub, and as a major player
with role of moving people between the hubs of L.A and San
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Diego, is a perfect system to build off of with the integration of
high-speed rail, laying a strong foundation for the 5.9 million
additional square feet of development planned for the direct area
around the station.
Connectivity:
Union station acts as a gateway to the urbanly dense major
transportation hub for the rest of southern California. It
connects five southern California counties with multiple rail
and commuter lines, including Amtrak, Metro Rail, and
Metrolink as well as other transit buses.
It connects the
local and regional hubs through a network of sub grade and
above grade infrastructure, and is a major connection and
pivotal point between communities within the direct district
with intendeded or previously under way development projects.

EDGE OF CITY CONDITION

U.S. STATION CASE STUDY (WEST COAST LINE)
EDGE-OF-CITY TYPOLOGY

Image: Google: “Above Los Angeles Union Station”

UNION STATION

LOS ANGELES, CA: 1939

CITY POPULATION: 1,536,471
METRO POPULATION: ~90,000
FREQUENCY OF SERVICE: 90 Trains Weekly

Title Image: Union Station view from bridge
when crossing from city center

Railway / Highway Map
Union Station in Los Angeles California is
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Left: Connectivity: Location of Union
Station to other major hubs or city
centers within the regioin.

Right: Non Centrality: Location of station compared
to daily life within the city; off central axis
creating a triangle between urban work area and home life.

Urban Financial District
Residential District

The Los Angeles corridor, planned to run from
the Union Station, L.A. to San Francisco’s
proposed Transbay Development Center, has
taken tne $9 billion budget put in place
by the American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act and put it to good use. The state has
recognized the need for high-speed rail and
has realized that in order to reach the same
level of demand for intercity trips down the
road at around 2050, there would need to be
around 3,000

Proposed Northeast Corridor

highway lane miles
and 5 new airport runways
throughout the state at twice the
cost. California has the largest air market in
the United States (3.14 million annual
passengers between northern and
southern California alone). In addition there

have also been 38 acres of land
around the station in order to capture the
values created by high-speed rail life. The
only significant downfall is the location to the
city and with the density of elevated buildings,

the noise levels of the train traffic will be
risen to a greater level.

WEST COAST STATION PROPOSAL
Station Plan: EUStudio’s Design Plan outlining
and proposing a greater attention
to natural features and connectivity.
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New High-Speed Los Angeles Union Station
70.

Architect: UNStudio
Client: Metro
Location: 800 North Alameda Street, Los Angeles, CA

Building site: 40 hectares
Program: train station, bus station, mixed use, parking, park
Status: RFP submission

IMAGE: http://www.unstudio.com/projects/vision-for-master-plan-union-station-2050

The design shows Los Angeles Union
Station as a multi-modal transit hub
with a mix of uses, new development and
outdoor spaces. The intent of the Vision
Board was to explore visionary possibilities for Union Station and surrounding
areas.The conceptual launch pad for the
design of the 'vision' for the L.A. Union
Station Master Plan is focused on

integrating the transit experience
with new outdoor park spaces,

providing a much sought after amenity in
downtown L.A. At a large scale, the vision
creates a “green loop” that includes
plans for the revitalization of the L.A.
river and possible park extensions
connecting Union Station across the 101.
Key to the future architectural development of the site is the maximum
preservation of the historic Union
Station building and gardens. City and
regional transit will be given the stage,
with a focus on increased ridership and
transit connections, as well as considerations for the introduction of high-speed
rail. A uniquely programmed urban park
with large-scale open spaces, extending
the ideas of the existing historic
courtyards, is envisioned as being
integrated into the transit experience. The
introduction of a vertical, layered strategy
for the transit program show the possibility of an open-air station that takes
advantage of city's light and climate,
creating a distinctly L.A. response to the
future of this important transit hub.

IMAGE: UNStudio rendering of the new high speed
Union station atrium and its vastness as well as
community-driven atmosphere

IMAGE: http://www.unstudio.com/projects/vision-for-master-plan-union-station-2050
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IMAGE: http://www.archpaper.com/news/articles.asp?id=6020

Train

Urban
Center

The station development exploits the flux
of more than 60,000 travelers [XXIII.
Gruen/Grimshaw Master Plan] buisness as
well as tourist travel, imagining a
complex of program dedicated to the
formal and casual lives of travelers. The
new buisness buildings will coexist with
the central core buisness district and
provide a competitive pull where the
mediation zone is proposed housing
districts of living and playing. This

Train

Housing

Green

Urban
Center

The new development proposal for LA’s
Union Station done by Grimshas + Gruen
mediates the disorienting distance from
the transit hub to the urban city center. It
recognizes that the increase in speed of
transit lines from regional to high-speed,
invites a certain magnitude of people into
the city that may cause a greater density
of pedestrian traffic or congestion. Using
these parameters the design looks at the
space between the urban center and train
station as a chance to develop an efficient
means to live and move and connects
people while connecting program and
minimizing congestion.

Civic

allows population to spread but to
give the new form of “sprawl” a
purpose rather than have it exist as
a detrimental vision for city
futures. “The Master Plan will celebrate

the station and embrace all adjacent
neighborhoods’ rich history, providing for
development that complements the
station’s architecture and heritage to
reinforce Union Station’s place in history.
One of the master plan’s primary goals is
to create greater accessibility to Union
Station from surrounding neighborhoods.
It will be flexible to accommodate
anticipated future arrival of high speed
rail (HSR) serving Union Station.” [XXIII.
Gruen/Grimshaw Master Plan]
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TRANSBAY DEVELOPMENT TRANSIT CENTER
74.

Architect: Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects
Location: San Francisco, California, USA
Size: 1.5 million square feet / 140,000 square meters

Year: Expected: 2017

LEFT IMAGE: Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects’ rendering
of the vast greenscape sweeping the
upper part of the station.

RIGHT IMAGE: Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects’ rendering
of the interior atrium filtering maximum
lighting to the floors below.

Transbay Transit Center, opening in 2017,
will be a state-of-the-art multimodal
transit station in downtown San
Francisco, linking 11 transit systems
and connecting the city to the region, the
state, and the nation. The innovative,
highly sustainable design includes a 2.2
hectare rooftop park that will anchor
the growth of a new mixed-use neighborhood. In the spirit of New York’s Grand
Central Terminal and London’s Victoria
Station, Transbay’s soaring light-filled
spaces will give San Francisco a grand
entrance that befits its status as one of
the world’s great cities.The new Transit
Center will stretch for five blocks along
Mission Street, one block south of the
city’s Financial District. The heart of
Transbay’s design is the rooftop park.
Dense with nature and activities, it
will have over a dozen entry points,
potentially including bridges to surrounding buildings. The park is symbolic of
Transbay Transit Center’s considerable
commitment to environmental quality and
sustainability. The building’s annual
energy consumption is projected to
be up to 25 percent lower than the
2008 Title 24 Energy Efficiency
Standards, and the project is on track to
receive a Gold certification under the
LEED 2009 rating system.

IMAGE: Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects’ rendering
of a section through the development
center showing the hsr tracks below.
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potential station proposal the ability to take advantage of
the slower modes of life, as well as the possibility for
infrastructure of an intercity rail connecting the above
ground direct area. These streets are completely urbanized
as result of the development within the city already putting
place the space for pedestrian traffic to and from the
station.
Economic development impacts:
“Union Station is a Chicago institution, a gateway to our
city and a connector for Chicagoans to the rest of the
United States. For more than a century, Union Station has
been a catalyst for economic growth, creating jobs and
opportunity for Chicagoans. Union Station has been and will
always be a foundation of our economic strength.”
- Mayor Rham Emanuel
By 2050 the proposed plan for Chicago’s new Trasportation
infrastructure will provide sufficient capacity for significant
increases in Metra and intercity passenger train ridership,
increast trains by 40%, provide more direct and convenient
transfers to buses, CTA trains, taxis, shuttles, pickup/drop-off, and create a space where civic assets can be
catalysts for growth in the West Loop and region of
Chicago.

About “Center of City” Union Station

existing infrastructure for the use of the new train system

Chicago’s Union station is one of the region’s key
transportation facilities and economic drivers. It is the
thirb busiest railroad terminal in the United States,
serving over 300 trains per weekday carrying about
12,000 arriving and deparing passengers.
It is
located just outside the city center, across the Chicago
Sanitary and Ship Canal creating somewhat of a
discloated experience, however many streets run directly
towards the city center. The station is the hub of
Amtrak’s network of regional trains serving the midwest
as well as the eastern, western and gulf coasts via
overnight trains. The station was designed primarily to
serve long distance trains allowing for the incorporation
of high-speed rail to possibly allocate some of the

Connectivity:
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With the incorporation of high-speed rail, and
especially a new and contemporary way of thinking
about a station hub, Chicago should not only evolve
into an efficient intercity and regional railroad hub
with easy connections to the vast amount of transit
modes in the area like Detroit, Clevland, Indianapolis,
Cincinnati, St. Louis, and Minneapolis, but can
transform the city into a truly great place that attracts
tourists and residence.
The station is connected to
the city through many boulevards and steets that cross
the Chicago River, most of which allow for both
pedestrian as well as vehicle use. This could give the

DETERMINING TYPES (NEEDS SITING)
CENTER-CITY TYPOLOGY

UNION STATION

CHICAGO, IL: 1925

CITY POPULATION: 1,536,471
METRO POPULATION: 120,000 Daily
FREQUENCY OF SERVICE: 300 Trains Daily

EDGE OF CITY CONDITION
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perfectly situated to become a part of the
spurring life and development of its own area
as well as the existing financial zone and
historic district. Although the Chicago River
bysects the site where the station resides and
the city center, the development plan for the
site can incorporate many aspects of city life
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Image: Current Union Station amenities and station lines
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Playgrounds

Left: Natural Elements and Greenery:
playgrounds, parks, water features

Water

Right: Accessibility of Station vs. City Center
bike paths, highways, streets pedestrian
walkways and routes
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Left: Connectivity: Location of Union
Station to other major hubs or city
centers within the regioin.

Right: Non Centrality: Location of station compared
to daily life within the city; off central axis
creating a triangle between urban work area and home life.

Urban Financial District
Residential District

The Los Angeles corridor, planned to run from
the Union Station, L.A. to San Francisco’s
proposed Transbay Development Center, has
taken tne $9 billion budget put in place
by the American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act and put it to good use. The state has
recognized the need for high-speed rail and
has realized that in order to reach the same
level of demand for intercity trips down the
road at around 2050, there would need to be
around 3,000

highway lane miles
and 5 new airport runways
throughout the state at twice the
cost. California has the largest air market in
the United States (3.14 million annual
passengers between northern and
southern California alone). In addition there
have also been 38

acres of land
around the station in order to capture the
values created by high-speed rail life. The
only significant downfall is the location to the
city and with the density of elevated buildings,

the noise levels of the train traffic will be
risen to a greater level.

Image: Schematic ideas for the future of Union station Development
- City of Chicago
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Union Station Congestion
As a beacon and a historical icon to the city of Chicago, like
many other historical stations, Union Station has acquired a
large amount of ridership increase since WWII. The train is
becoming more and more popular , creating problems with
where to park for people planning to use the train, as well as city
infrastructre as a whole and the general mass of movement
around the station vacinity.
The images shown describe the current condition of bus, car
and taxi traffic aroun the station and below a simple proposal
aimed at alleviating the existing problems. Unfortunately simple
design moves around a station that is already too small for the
amount of traffic it holds are not viable solutions for a futuristicly
detrimental problem.

UNION STATION TRAFFIC
82.

IMAGES: XXXIII. CHICAGO UNION STATION MASTER PLAN STUDY [Final Report]

http://www.unionstationmp.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Chicago-Union-Station-Master-Plan-Study.pdf
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No Setback
Most Cases: Beneficial
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STATION BENEFITS AND SETBACKS

84.

TRANSIT CONGESTION

85.

Transit congestion is found in almost every means of A to B
movement existing today. It is a nearly unavoidable
circumstance that has great setbacks on a futuristicly highspeed driven world, delaying everything from information travel
through buisness meetings to one’s personal well being. It
seems as if the technologies activated within todays culture
would allow for the decongestion of travel, wiping out all error
within the system, however only methods to speed up the
process exist.
High- speed rail gives the every day, once a month, and even
first time traveler the ability to minimize their safety risk, arrive
in a faster manner, and do all this while still obtaining the ability
to focus on other things related to personal life. It eliminates
ones need to focus on the road,wait in endless airport queues
and all at once minimizing ones neagive impact on the surounding
environment. It is a wonder that within our progressive mindsets we
still revert to slower, less safe, and closer to urban destinations,
less available means of transportation.

Diagram A: Required space for TRAIN TRACKS, and congstion
Diagram B: Required space for AIR STRIPS, and congstion
Diagram C: Required space for HIGHWAYS / ROADS, and congstion
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TRANSIT CONGESTION
IMAGES: http://beta.taopo.org/isyu/05/09/2012/dotc-plans-ease-airport-land-and-air-congestion

http://9thcivic.com/forum/threads/americas-worst-commutes-most-congested-highways-ranked.293/
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GRAND CENTRAL TERMINAL
“The quality of a city’s public realm reflects the level of civic
pride and has a direct impact on the quality of everyday life.”
-Lord Norman Foster
Grand Central Terminal as a Transit Hub creates many
problems when it comes to pushing ideas of high speed.
The terminal is designed as a Mainline Terminal with
the 3rd Typology of track formation. The station is used as
the begenning and end of journeys and although it is the
largest train terminal in the world with 67 different
boarding platforms, the station would have a difficult time
becoming a catalyst for hight speed rail. Its positive
attributes are aligned with its ability to become a beacon
of the city and a tourist destination point, creating a certain
economic atmosphere harnesing the flux of people
throughout the shops and restaurants that not inhabit it.
“Over time Grand Central Station has become a victim of its
own success. A building designed to be used by 75,000
people per day now routinely handles ten times that number
with up to a million on peak days.” - (Foster + Partners)
As a result of the increase in users for Grand Central Station,
the connections to subway and commuter rail lines beneath
the statioin have become less than sufficient resulting in the
train efficiency to become extremely inadequate. Additionally
the streets around the station have been consumed by the
increase in high-rise buildings and development, increasing
the gathering of people at this overcrowded and choked
landmark.
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TRANSIT HUB CONGESTION
IMAGES: http://setfreerecovery.blogspot.com/

The congestion point occurs
when the merging of multiple
tracks halts in this case the
exit flow with the exit flow as
well as the exit flow with the
intak flow.
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Diagram A: Wider Concours Levels to provide les congested access
Diagram B: Proposed Streets: Redesigned to allow for pedestrian as well as vehicular traffic.
Civic Spaces: The new design introduces new spaces for civic use that “will provide
Grand Central with an appropriate urban setting for the next 100 years.” [Foster + Partners]
The pedestrian oriented streets will be opened and planted giving a small sense of park
atmosphere to the direct vicinity of the stations clostrophobic urban location.
Diagram C: At the congested entrance of 42nd street at the south end the openings on the
ground floow will be utilized as access points to the stations main contour level
allowing the building to open up and allow greater flows of traffic during rush hour.
At the north end within the Helmsley building the entrances under ground will be
made public in aims that they will reveive a greater push of pedestrian use. These
pedestrian access ways would be originated with the use of larger plaza-like spaces
encouraging a the extreme amounts of people to spread out within the area reducing
the congestion rate within the station.

A.
90.

IMAGES: http://www.designboom.com/architecture/foster-partners-re-imagines-grand-central-terminal-new-york/

B.

C.
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92.

CHICA

SITE

Images: Google Maps

State or region-wide HSR systems, like those proposed to operate in the Northeast Corridor, California and in the Midwest, have the potential to generate high levels of ridership
and revenue and, at a minimum, to recover their operating costs; nevertheless, project proponents must make the case for a system’s ridership potential and economic viability to
justify government support and to convince Wall Street and banks to invest in any given project.

AGO

http://www.pbworld.com/pdfs/publications/pb_network/pbnetwork73.pdf 93.
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CHICAGO ILLINOIS

95.

Chicago Union TGV Statin:
The new plan for a high-speed rail station
adjacent to Chicago’s urban “Loop” aims to
harness the similar beneficial values to that
of the proposed LA Union Station by Gruen
+ Grimshaw Architects while sculpting
economic ideals to the current state of the
Chicago cityscape. Aiming to pull population from the outskirts of sprawl fabric, the
station will plug into the current rail infrastructure utilizing the older versions of
tracks close to the station allowing for
pedestrian space and green routes to be
integrated into the plan. The station will
accomodate temporary and long term
housing allowing families living in decline
to re-initiate themselves into the thriving
culture of the loop through rail and station
operation, construction and urban farming
jobs.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c8/Ping_Tom_Memorial_Park_pano.jpg
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Images: Google Maps
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“Working 40 hours a week in a minimum wage job, I don’t earn
enough to cover my housing, food, transportation, and all my
medical expenses. And I don’t even have a family.”
-Chicago Man
“I never thought I’d see the day when I didn’t have a home.
I had nothing. I moved from shelter to shelter.”
- Springfield Woman testifying to the
Commission on the Elimination of Poverty
“I Want to work, I want to do better, I want to serve. Education is
not about a job, it is about a commitment to a community and
bettering the quality of life for everyone.”
- Chicago Woman “

CITY POPULATION: 1,536,471
METRO POPULATION: 120,000 Daily
FREQUENCY OF SERVICE: 300 Trains Daily
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URBAN CONDITION
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CHICAGO LOOP ZONING

Image: http://www.leedcouncil.org/newsletter/pmds.pdf
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“Rail congestion in Chicago is so bad that some freight is taken off
trains at one side of the city, driven across town on trucks and placed
back on another train. This is particularly true for perishable goods
transiting Chicago via Western states.”
- Paul Nowicki-Burlington Northern Santa Fe Corp

102. http://www.listofimages.com/chicago.html

CONGESTION

City Parking
The parking areas within the city core attract
vehicle movement and enourage personal transit
congestion in the place that shouldideally become
a pedestrian based set of infrastructure.
The proposed parking area would attract cars to the
outskirts of the city core and encourage
occupation on the hsr station site. This would ideally
play a role in the improvement of the local
economy.
103.

GREEN TO INFRASTRUCTURE TO GREEN:

The now overgrown, vacant span of green space seperating industrial plots to the West from new developing neighborhoods to the East was once a highly dense backdrop of continued transit infrastructure slicing
into the urban downtown fabric. The transit lines were used to access the Metra Rock Island Train Platform,
as well as a few other small termination points that seemed to reach out for the economic density that is
the city core. Over the past 80 years, the site has transformed from that over developed density of regional
rail tracks to a simple for of open space leaving the neighborhoods around with a more quiet experience
seperated completely from the lines. The space as a comodity to the city provides little experience as it
exists somewhere between a completely overgrown forrest and a flat plain. This condition in addition to its
existance within the “developable areas” zone of the city allows for the proposal of a high-speed station
equipped with economically beneficial amenities to put positive use to a site that otherwise exists as socially bland territory.

SITE HISTORY

104. Images: http://www.isgs.uiuc.edu/nsdihome/webdocs/ilhap/county/j_cook.html + Google Maps

Chicago Loop 11/29/1938

Chicago Loop 11/29/2012
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City Plan for 1909
The city of Chicago origionally
was based around the trade
industry as was almost every other
developing city of its time
because of the location to water
and trade ships as well as its
condition as the transit nucleus to
the train infrastructure of the
United States. The plan for the city
was to utilize green space (which
it did) on the coastline to the east
and incorporate green pathways
showin in red. The blue “plug”
was the current mainline terminal
for the city which originally
allowed the downtown core area to
develop as an economic centerpoint to the city as a whole. This
fundamental plan for the city is a
perfect representation of how the
station can feed the city with a
means of transit without cluttering
the center points of development.
The next step for a station is not
only just the high speed, but the
ability for an economic hotspot to
build around the station instead of
the station to seperate from the
nutrition of city prosperity.
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SITE HISTORY / ORIGINAL CITY PLANNING
Both Images: Drawings of station proposed in 1909

Image: Connectivity: Possible location of
Union station connected directly
to the city rather that seperated

Image: Union station integrated into the city fabric
and on wider boulevards as part of the
city center
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City Plan for 1909
As was previously stated, Chicago
started off as a city dedicated fully
to trade. The city was developed
as a trade city because of its
location to the great lakes, allowing for the transportation of goods
to flow easily in and out of the
city. The maps shown describe the
proposals for the city future,
looking at and describing the
future locations of industries and
the comparative transit areas and
routes to allow for the quick and
easy transportation of the products
emitted from the industiral zones.
It shows how trading zones and
loading docks were designed for
the city center to allow for larg
ships to occupy the coastline
easily and efficiently. The proposal
for high speed rail is not only a
proposal for economic development, but the simple and efficient
means of “shipping” people from
point A to point B within the spider
web of transit lines that is the
upper mid-west of the U.S.
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SITE HISTORY / ORIGINAL CITY PLANNING
Left: Diagram of the city and surrounding railroad
circuits which are or may have become tangent
to the inner circuit

Right: Non Centrality: Possible integration of Seaport
industry as part of the origional city plan but
aligning itself along center access to draw movement
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SITE CONDITIONS

Images: Google Maps
Empty Green

Chicago River

Paved Lots

Congested Rail Lines

Buisnesses + Housing
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1,877,436 SQ FT
43 ACRES
1,005 ft

2,460 ft
884 ft
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PROPOSED SIZE AND STRATEGY

Union Station

Improve economy by incorporating a place
responding to local context and peoples needs
while relating and conjoining other modes of
transit under one roof.
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ECOLOGICAL IMPACT
HORTICULTURE

GREEN PEDESTRIAN WALKWAYS
GREEN TRACKSIDE

PEDESTRIAN STREETS
LINKS TO SIMPLER TRANSIT
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INCORPORATION OF PROGRAM

PLATFORM MARKET PLACES
HORTICULTURE USE

UNDER UTILIZED SPACE ACTIVATION
TEMP. AND LONG TERM HOUSING

PUBLIC ART
COMMUNITY CENTER
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Pedestrian Circulation& Lobbies
Amtrak Waiting Area
Vertical Circulation
New Vertical Circulation
Retail/Food
Train Operations
Building Cores
Metra Waiting Area
Existing Platforms
Ticketing
Office Space
Vacant
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PROGRAM SIZE

NEW HIGH-SPEED RAIL STATION:

300,000 sf

SURFACE PARKING /GARAGE

3,000 spaces

TEMP BUS STATION

75,000sf

Station connected

MIXED USE STRUCTURES WITH OFFICE ABOVE RETAIL/MARKET

150,000 sf

HOUSING STRUCTURES CONNECTING WITH EXISTING

~600 units each 1,100 sf

Temporary Housing
Long Term Housing

GREENSPACE
Personal and Community Gardens
Connection Parkway

MARKET SPACE

600 sf per unit (space for edible food)
/ Connection Space

16,000 SF

For Selling goods and encouraging economy

TRAM STOP

2,000 sf

PROPOSED HSR LINE
EXISTING CTA RAIL LINE
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What is Urban Farming?
Urban farming has many difinitions
from farming land to energy, the
relevant forms of which are outlined
here. It is a means of growth that is
designed for within an urbanly
dense environment to allow for
sustainabile living, efficient access
to food and can be a beneficial
factor to individual lives as well as
communities. Within the Chicago
agriculture scene, farming is
difficult within the city core,
however the space is available with
little to no utilization. Detroit as a
city in almost complete decline, has
turned to urban farming through
community gardens in hopes of
revitalizing the economy and
reinstating a sense of community
that is now scatteed with food
deserts.
The new Chicago high-speed rail
station will seek to incorporate all of
these levels of urban farming in
attempt to create a food and energy
hotspot for a idea outlining the
future of sustainable urban growth.
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URBAN FARMING

Images: http://nerdfighters.ning.com/forum/topics/urban-farming

Program for Growth
(ex. Greenhouse)

Personal Sustainability
(Green Roofing)

Personal Production
(Community Gardens)
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Program Stacking

CUSTOMIZING TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT

Office + Studio

Integrating High Speed Rail with American Infrastructure

HSR Terminal

Tanner D. Halkyard
Train Entrance Route and distance from
exit train. 5 floors above exit providing
confusion and disorientation as well as
inefficiency in high- speed travel

Tech Labratory

Production Assistance: Julian Curry
Rajwa Alseif
Cade Halkyard

Levels of egress showing the seperation
of floors, creating difficulty during high
levels of traffic to navigate to the
destination.

Office + Studio
HSR Route

Representation of traffic flow at peak
hours within the concours levels,
illustrating the level of congestion one
must pass through.

Tech Exhibition

PRT Route

Correct Train Exit Route and distance
from origional transfer train. 5 floors
below entrance.

TOKYO STATION ANALYSIS

Project Outline
The rail station is the plug to the city. It acts as a net that catches people; subsequently generating,
facilitating, integrating and distributing information, ideas and the mixing of human experiences
into the city life, creating melting pots of cultural and innovative diversity. The rail station however,
is also based on historic trends and the limited evolution of this program typology is fixed to accommodate equally moderate volumes of travelers, and is simply not of the infrastructural magnitude of clarity to withstand the future vision for high-speed transit between cultural hubs of the
United States
It has the potential to connect city life with exterior life through rapid travel yet also become a cohesive hybridized programmatic part of its direct location and surrounding urban strategy.

Light Wells /HSR Tubes
HSR Route

Office + Studio
Circulation

CTA Terminal
CTA Route
Office + Studio / Kitchen

Connection Tiers:
1: Stations Direct Engagement with the UIT campus, specifically the engineering and technology
branches, as well as space oriented towards University Village and lower income housing .

Circulation

Program: Flex- Tech Incubator / Think Tank targeting UIT students and AMTRAK Engi
neers providing space for research and innovative future HSR tech based pro
duction.

Lobby + Gallery / Cafe

2: Linking the City (Educational Triangle) through CTA and PRT rail transit as well as space dedicat
ed for student activity and community involvement.
Program: CTA Station at the Western end on route to the city center and another at the
Eastern end on route to IIT campus.
- Personal Rail Transit (PRT) access from the Eastern tram stop to HSR station
and another stop at street level for travel between the UIT campus and the
HSR Station/ Think Tank
- Retail and Hospitality spaces located on the street levels to bring the com
munity to the Station and spur engagement with the area.
3: Linking the Country through the incorporation of High-Speed Rail within the America’s Central
hub for transit infrastructure.
Program: Hybrid Mainline High-Speed Rail Station

Retail / Storefront
PRT Route

CHICAGO LOOP
MINNEAPOLIS

Program Arrangement

Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) Access to Station

Loops of Connection

Parking Access to Station
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